Whenever ordering machine or mold parts, it is essential to order by **BESSER PART NUMBER**. All parts manufactured by Besser Company have a **PART NUMBER** stamped on them. Many of our purchased parts also have Besser part numbers on them. Please make every effort to retrieve the Besser part number to assure accurate ordering.

The following descriptions and examples of BESSER Mold Parts will be helpful to you in ordering the correct parts for your Molds. For accurate interpretation and prompt shipment, the order should specify the Part Name, Quantity Required, Dimensions of unit for which parts are being ordered, and How and Where to ship. Also state type of concrete products machine being used.

**Mold Side Bar** - Width, Height, Number of units per mold
EXAMPLE: Two Mold Side Bars for 7-5/8" wide x 7-5/8" high or 3-5/8" high unit, three-at-a-time.

**Outside and Inside Division Plates** - Height, Length of unit, Height of Division Plates
EXAMPLE: Two Outside Division Plates for 7-5/8" high x 15-5/8" long unit, 9-1/4" high Division Plates. For Inside Division Plates also state for either 1/2" or 3/8" thick.

**Mold Top Plate** - Width, Height, Length, Number of units per mold
EXAMPLE: One Mold Top Plate for 7-5/8" wide x 7-5/8" high x15-5/8" long Unit, three-at-a-time.

**Plain, Bullnose and Steel Sash End Liners** - **Width**, Height of unit
EXAMPLE: Two Plain End Liners for 7-5/8" wide x 7-5/8" high unit. (Bullnose - indicate radius and whether single or double bullnose; Steel Sash - indicate sash size).

**Mold End Liners** - Width, Height of unit with or without mortar grooves
EXAMPLE: Six Mold End Liners for 7-5/8" wide x 7-5/8" high unit with or without mortar grooves.

**End Cores** - Width, Height, Length, Shell and Tie, Number of cores per unit
EXAMPLE: Six End Cores for 7-5/8" wide x 7-5/8" high unit.

**Stripper Shoes** - Width, Length, Shell and Tie, Number of cores per unit, Type of unit
NOTE: Order exact number of stripper shoes needed. Do not order by sets.

**Core Assemblies** - Width, Height, Length, Shell & Tie, Number of cores/unit, Type of unit & mortar bed
EXAMPLE: Three Core Assemblies for 7-5/8" wide x 7-5/8" high x 15-5/8" long - 2 or 3 core unit, 1-1/4" Shell taper to 1-3/4" - 1" Tie - open both ends with extra mortar bed.

**Stripper Head Plate** - Width, Length, of unit
Service Bulletin

Examples of How to Order Mold Parts

EXAMPLE: One Stripper Head Plate for 7-5/8" wide x 15-5/8" long unit - three-at-a-time.

Removable Plungers - Width, Length, Number of cores per unit, Type of unit
EXAMPLE: One Removable Plunger for 7-5/8" wide x 15-5/8" long - 2 core unit, open ends.

Universal Cutoff Bar and Cutoff Shoes - Width of unit, Inside or Outside Cutoff Shoes, Height of Division Plates
EXAMPLE: One Cutoff Bar Assembly for 7-5/8" wide unit three-at-a-time - 2 outside cutoff shoes for 7-5/8" wide block, 8-1/4" high Division Plates.
EXAMPLE: One Cutoff Shoe only - 7-5/8" unit - three-at-a-time.

Agitator Grid - Width of unit, Height of Division Plates
EXAMPLE: One Agitator Grid for 7-5/8" wide unit, 9-1/4" high Division Plates - three-at-a-time.